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Abstract In pitched sounds the ratios between frequencies of spectral components remain close to natural 
numbers. In acoustic instruments these ratios deviate from exact values due to damping or boundary 
conditions, complicating use of musical systems defining frequency ratios associated with musical intervals. 
If such system is imposed on the fundamental frequencies of pitches consisting a chord, higher spectral 
components may deviate noticeably, strengthening or weakening the effects of beating and roughness 
caused by their proximity, and changing chord characteristics in terms of consonance-dissonance gradation. 
Unlike acoustic instruments, sound synthesizers can precisely adjust components of generated signal, and 
use this phenomenon as a controllable timbre effect. For this purpose spectral components of a chord within 
the range of beating and roughness are modified to gradually strengthen or weaken both phenomena. The 
study presents the assumptions of the effect and its implementation in a sound synthesizer based on the 
additive method. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the qualities attributed to vertical, i.e. simultaneously sounding structures of pitches in music, such 
as harmonic intervals or chords, is their consonance. In the most basic approach all such multi-pitch 
structures can be categorised either as consonant, or dissonant, with profound musical implications 
regarding their function in harmony, and place in harmonic progressions within a musical work. 

More detailed study of the phenomenon, based on psychoacoustics rather than simple arithmetic ratios 
of component frequencies, reveals that a gradation of consonance is better approach than a simple binary 
categorisation [1–4]. Still, with regards to particular chords, their assessment within the consonance-
dissonance continuum is generally regarded as fixed. However, the problem becomes more complex when 
various, and not necessary time-constant musical tuning systems defining interval frequency ratios are 
applied, which is usually the case with most acoustic, and also with some of more advanced electronic 
instruments. Furthermore, in such instruments component frequencies often deviate from natural ratios. 
Therefore, fundamental frequency ratios between pitches within a chord, defined by musical interval 
systems, are combined with non-natural frequency ratios of components consisting individual pitched 
sounds. It leads to a complex scenario, where the actual degree of consonance is difficult to predict. 

While it is a possible problem for acoustic instruments, leading to difficulties in obtaining acceptable 
pitch intonation in consonant structures, or contrary – sufficiently harsh dissonance, the phenomenon may 
be exploited in selected sound synthesis methods, where component frequencies of individual pitches can 
be controlled and adjusted in several ways, thus changing chord characteristics in terms of consonance-
dissonance gradation. This would provide a new, controllable timbre effect for sound synthesizers. The 
effect could be applied to morph a single chord between dissonant and consonant without changing its pitch 
structure, though it would be stronger in case of originally dissonant structures, with more spectral 
components to modify. 

This study discusses the basis of the phenomenon, assumptions of the effect, and presents an example 
of its implementation in a sound synthesizer based on the additive method. 
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2. Consonance and dissonance 

A common simplification assumes that pitched sounds are multi-tone compounds with frequency ratios 
between spectral components remaining very close to natural numbers. Their pitch is equivalent to pitch of 
a sine tone of the same frequency as fundamental tone of a multi-tone. However, in acoustic instruments 
these frequency ratios deviate from exact values due to e.g., damping or boundary conditions [5]. In case of 
a single grand piano string representing note C4 (f0 = 261.63 Hz) it has been measured that the third 
component is already detuned towards higher frequencies by 2.2 ct (0.13 %), which can be perceptible  
[6, 7], and the sixth component is detuned by as much as 9.8 ct (or 0.57 %) [8]. In case of a guitar string 
representing note E2 (f0 = 82.41 Hz) component detuning can exceed 20 ct [9]. The values may vary 
significantly even in the same instrument, due to string wear [9] and other factors, such as material defects 
or initial irregularity of string linear density, but also string-constraints related frequency-dependent 
boundary conditions [5, 8]. 

Chords are usually composed of three or more sounds characterised by different pitches. Their function 
and musical meaning is dictated by structure of internal pitch distances, measured with musical intervals 
[10]. An interval represents a certain ratio of fundamental frequencies between two pitched sounds. These 
ratios are defined by musical systems. One such system, twelve-tone equal temperament (12-TET) [11], is 
used as the most common basis for interval measurement in studies regarding musical instruments, and is 
often considered the one most widespread in the Western music. However, apart from sound synthesizers, 
it may not be the case, and acoustic instruments often employ more or less different systems in order to 
obtain perceptually better results, and take into account physical properties of particular instrument. Such 
systems can “sacrifice” tuning of certain less commonly used structures in order to obtain better tuning of 
more important ones. With this regard 12-TET is classified as one of “compromise” systems [11]. The other 
group of systems, exploiting “natural” intervals, i.e. with frequency ratios expressed by natural numbers, 
cannot be utilised directly in standard instruments due to several reasons. They produce a number of 
variants of each pitch, differing by certain “comma”, and require a selection to obtain only 12 pitches within 
an octave. In turn, it makes only some of intervals natural, with the remaining ones noticeably worse due to 
frequency ratios far exceeding small natural numbers. 

When a musical system is imposed onto an acoustic instrument with detuned-from-natural ratios 
between spectral components to produce a multi-pitch chord, it results in a complex spectral structure, with 
components in various, difficult to predict ratios. These ratios are the basis for the sensation of consonance 
or dissonance. 

There are various interpretations for the meaning of consonance. In music however, it is commonly 
agreed that a consonant structure is stable and does not introduce sensation of tension. Thus it can be used 
as finishing structure. A dissonant structure, on the contrary, is unstable, introduces a sensation of tension 
and needs a “resolution”, i.e. it tends to progress into another structure, a consonant one. The simplest 
structures characterised as consonant or dissonant are intervals – pairs of pitched sounds. In larger 
structures intervals between all pitches have to be consonant in order for the chord to be consonant. Even 
one dissonant interval makes a whole chord dissonant [10]. However, this categorisation is often too 
simplified, and due to above mentioned frequency ratio complications, may require a more detailed 
approach. 

It has been proposed to introduce a gradation of consonance or dissonance in musical structures on the 
basis of sensory dissonance evoked by beating and roughness – both related to amplitude modulation and 
resulting from proximity of certain spectral components [12, 13]. Clearly, for two pitches in a distance of 
natural interval, and with component spectral frequencies of each pitch forming perfect harmonic series, 
there is no beating and roughness, because all frequencies are either equal, or sufficiently distant. But in 
most of real situations various amount of sensory dissonance is present, and this amount is a source of 
consonance gradation. 

3. Concept and assumptions of the effect 

The concept is based on results of a previous semi-formal, unpublished study, where five variants of C-major 
chord were prepared and presented for comparison in pairs. One variant consisted of pitches in 12-TET 
system reproduced using violin samples. Four remaining variants were based on the same recording, but 
with certain spectral components filtered out. Components to be removed were selected in such a manner, 
as to reduce amplitude modulation effects. The principle was to locate the strongest local components, and 
remove all weaker components in their proximity that would cause fast beating or roughness, i.e. weaker 
components were left intact if they were closer than a given distance expressed in hertz (beating), or farther 
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than a given distance expressed in percent of equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB). Stop-bands were 
applied both above, and below strong components. Particular values are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Bands of removed spectral components in proximity of a strong component. 

Variant Close limit [Hz] Far limit [% of ERB] 
1 11 25 
2 32 25 
3 54 25 
4 54 40 

 

The group of five listeners, all students of the Academy of Music in Krakow, used closed headphones in  
a listening room. They were presented with 700 pairs consisting of various (repeating) combinations of 
variants, and were asked to point a preferred variant of a chord in each pair (see Fig. 1). The results had no 
statistical significance, but variants 1 and 4 were chosen above others. Later, the same examples were 
presented multiple times, under various conditions (headphones, or loudspeakers) to different groups, in 
an informal manner, and with a different task – to point the more consonant variant. In these cases almost 
all listeners pointed to variants with “roughness” bands removed when compared to non-modified chord. 

These informal results pointed to a conclusion that even though it may be difficult to “prefer” more 
consonant or more dissonant chord, because of unclear base for preference, the difference in consonance 
gradation even within the same chord, caused only by removal of roughness bands, was relatively easy to 
perceive. The concept then was to exploit this phenomenon, and the most straightforward way would be to 
implement it in a sound synthesizer, because unlike in acoustic instruments, there are sound synthesis 
methods that allow to precisely adjust individual components of generated signal. Once implemented, it 
would serve as a controllable, timbre-related effect, operating, firstly, by finding spectral components of  
a chord within the range of beating or roughness, and secondly, by modifying selected components to 
strengthen or weaken both phenomena. 

 

Figure 1. An example pair of chords used in informal tests (top – waveform with time [s] on horizontal 
and amplitude [-] on vertical axis, bottom – spectrogram with time [s] on horizontal and frequency [Hz] on 

vertical axis); the first in pair is unmodified, the second one has weaker components removed within 
frequency band between 11 Hz and 0.25 ERB around stronger components. 

A method particularly well-suited for this kind of operation is the additive synthesis [14, 15], where  
a signal is produced by mixing sine components. Each component can have its frequency and amplitude 
controlled individually, using a set of fixed values or envelopes (see Fig. 2). Alternatively, in simpler designs, 
common envelopes can be used for groups of components, or even for the whole sound. 
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Figure 2. A general diagram of additive synthesis method with individual amplitude and frequency 
envelopes Ak(t), fk(t) for each sine component, after [14]. 

Additive synthesis is one of several methods allowing a straightforward resynthesis, i.e. synthesis using 
parameters obtained from analysis of existing signals, such as recordings of musical instruments. Moreover, 
the method does not assume any particular frequency ratios between components, therefore it can 
reproduce sound of acoustic instruments where ratios are close to, but not precisely natural. 

A generalised concept for the algorithm implementing the effect would be outlined as follows: 
• track parameters (A, f – amplitude, frequency) of all sine components of all active notes, 
• sort all spectral components of all simultaneously sounding notes in order of f, 
• in sorted list search for pairs of components falling within a given frequency band Δf(f), 
• indicate a weaker (with regards to A) component in each pair, completely or partially masked by 

the stronger one, and add it to a list, 
• allow a user to simultaneously attenuate all components from the list by a controllable factor. 

Alternatively, instead of attenuating components from the list, one could increase amplitude contrast in 
found pairs of components in order to maintain total signal level, or control a frequency instead of amplitude 
not to weaken, but to avoid beating and roughness by moving components outside of proximity region. 

4. Implementation 

The effect has been implemented as a hybrid solution. The additive synthesizer has been programmed in 
PureData visual audio programming language [16, 17], due to its good compatibility with various personal 
computer operating systems, and MIDI controllers, as well as good interoperability with other languages. 
The effect algorithm has been programmed in C language, as a standalone program, due to its efficiency, and 
again – ability to be compiled and run on any personal computer operating system. Both parts communicate 
bi-directionally using UDP internet protocol [18] in a client-server model. 
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Figure 3. Synthesizer program implemented in PureData – MIDI input, network data transfer routines, 
and polyphony. 

Current implementation assumes that UDP messages are sent on demand. They are triggered by events 
that change state of the synthesizer with regards to generated signal, i.e., when a voice is starting or ending 
a note (MIDI messages note-on and note-off), which adds or removes spectral components to the signal. 
Message is also sent in case the depth of the effect has changed. All these situations require the algorithm 
to update information regarding components that can be modified, and send it back to the synthesizer. 

Figures 3 and 4 present main parts of the synthesizer. Due to clarity of PureData language and its 
graphical structure mirroring the actual synthesis algorithm, the synthesizer is presented directly, as 
implemented, without reverting to abstract diagrams. There is a six-voice polyphony (see Fig. 3), i.e. 
possibility to independently control six separate pitches, required for playing chords, and observing the 
effect of changing consonance. 

The synthesizer applies a simple variant of additive method (see Fig. 4), with no individual envelopes 
for sine components. There is only a simple fade-in/fade-out amplitude envelope applied to the total signal, 
after components mixing. A single pitch representing a note consists of twelve sine components with fixed 
values for amplitudes and frequencies. Frequencies are initially assumed to be in perfectly natural ratios, 
although the synthesizer is designed to handle offsets to these values. 
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Figure 4. Synthesizer program implemented in PureData – an example of additive signal generator, with 
higher 9 out of 12 components removed for clarity of presentation. 

Amplitudes have initial values set according to timbre setting, but they are further modified using 
component mask received from the effect algorithm. The mask is a vector of binary values, with value “1” 
representing a component that will be modified. The actual amplitudes are calculated using initial values 
and attenuation factor dependent on effect depth and mask. After calculation, these values are sent to the 
effect algorithm. 

Effect depth is controlled either directly by a user through MIDI modulator wheel, or automatically with 
LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator), with depth modulation frequency defined by a user (see Fig. 3). There is 
also a random setting that periodically changes depth modulation frequency. 
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Figure 5. The effect algorithm. 

Figure 5 presents the algorithm implemented in C language that supplements the synthesizer and 
calculates a binary mask of components to be modified. It receives a single voice data from the synthesizer 
as a list of pairs (Ak, fk), as well as proximity band settings. The program keeps the data regarding all 
currently used voices with their component amplitudes and frequencies. On every change a new voice data 
is added to the pool, or data of a voice that had been disabled is removed. For new arrangement of active 
components proximity is recalculated to prepare a new mask. 

5. Results 

The audibility of the effect, i.e. changing amount of dissonance, depends on the played chord. It is much 
stronger in case of dissonant structures, but is still noticeable in consonant ones if 12-TET tuning system is 
applied, in which case intervals between pitches deviate slightly from exact natural ratios, and beating 
occurs. 
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Figure 6. Waveform (X-axis – time [s], Y-axis – amplitude [-]) and spectrogram (X-axis – time [s], Y-axis – 
frequency [Hz]) of the effect controlled manually with modulator wheel on three subsequent chords; on 
each chord the wheel has been moved between extreme positions; attenuation of components in dense 

parts of spectrum is visible. 

 

Figure 7. Waveform (X-axis – time [s], Y-axis – amplitude [-]) and spectrogram (X-axis – time [s], Y-axis – 
frequency [Hz]) of the effect controlled with LFO; visible beating on some components due to close 

proximity of component pairs is periodically and gradually removed. 

Figures 6 and 7 present waveforms and spectrograms of two cases: one in which the effect is controlled 
manually, through modulator wheel operated by a musician, and the other with effect depth controlled by 
LFO. In the manual variant the wheel has been turned between extreme positions several times, resulting 
in areas with some components in dense parts of spectrum completely removed, along with beating of 
others. The variant with LFO allows to more closely observe attenuation of beating that occurs gradually 
and periodically on close component pairs. 
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6. Conclusions 

The study presented the concept, assumptions, and implementation of the effect of control over consonance 
sensation in sound synthesizer based on the additive principle. The effect is accomplished by controlling 
spectral components of simultaneous pitches consisting a chord, and attenuating by an adjustable factor 
amplitudes of weaker components in component pairs close enough to evoke sensory dissonance. 

In presented implementation it is possible to control both: depth of attenuation of close components, as 
well as limits of frequency band considered such as to evoke sensory dissonance. Changes of the depth of 
the effect can be adjusted manually, or through LFO. Each of the effect parameters can be included in 
synthesizer modulation matrix. 

The effect can be classified as one affecting sound timbre. It is distinct enough to be noticeable not only 
in dissonant chords, but in consonant ones as well, provided a compromise musical tuning system, such as 
12-TET, had been used to establish interval frequency ratios, and some beating is present. It is particularly 
well-suited for application in a pad-class instruments, to introduce new kind of timbre variability on long 
chords. It is important to note that the algorithm is universal and does not assume any particular tuning 
system, or any particular frequency ratios between components. 

In current form the effect algorithm is executed on demand, whenever there is a change in chord 
structure, such as addition or removal of pitch. This kind of approach is sufficient if the synthesizer produces 
constant components, and changes happen only due to user actions. However, if the sound changes over 
time due to, e.g., application of variant of additive synthesis with separate envelopes of individual 
components, the algorithm shall be executed periodically, with in-between attenuation values interpolated, 
so that it follows changes in component structure. 

Finally, there are more possibilities regarding action performed to remove sensory dissonance. Instead 
of attenuating components within a distance of sensory dissonance, one could increase amplitude contrast 
in pairs of close components in order to maintain total signal level. It is also possible to control frequency 
of components instead of their amplitude, and therefore not weaken, but avoid beating and roughness by 
moving components outside of proximity region. 
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